
Partiview (PC-VirDir)Peter Teuben, Stuart Levy 27 April 2010partiview is a program that enables you to visualize and animate partile data. partiview runs on relatively simpledesktops and laptops, but is mostly ompatible with its big brother VirDir. This doument helps you installingand running the development version of partiview.Contents1 InstallationThis release has been tried on Linux (Fedora, Ubuntu, et.), Ma OS X, Irix and Windows.partiview needs two libraries to ompile: OpenGL (or MESA) for the drawing operations, and FLTK for thegraphial user interfae. These libraries are known to work on MS-Windows as well as many Unix �avors.1.1 OpenGL (possibly via Mesa)Most platforms will have it installed already, whether as libMesaGL or libGL. Our onfigure sript (seebelow) should take are of the two possible options.Homepage: http://mesa3d.soureforge.net/Redhat pakages: (part of powertools I believe)1.2 FLTKAlso make sure FLTK is installed, from �tk.org. FLTK versions 1.1.x (e.g. 1.1.7, 1.1.9, ...) work. FLTK 2will not work with partiview.If you're not sure whether you already have it, try% loate libfltk.a% loate Fl_Slider.hif they fail, then% d <where-ever>/fltk-1.1.9% make install(you only need it if you want to reompile partiview at some point, not if you just want to run it, sineFLTK is built-in to partiview binaries.)Homepage: http://www.�tk.org/Find rpms: http://rpm�nd.net



1. Installation 2FLTK is under ontinuous development. Versions from 1.1.1 through 1.1.9 have been suessfully testedwith partiview. Some problems with other versions exist, but 1.1.4 is also known to work.1.3 partiviewYou an deide to use a branded version, usually available as a tar or zip �le, or use the CVS (see below).Extrat the tarball, and install the program from within the sr diretory:% tar zxf partiview-0.6.tar.gz% d partiview-0.6/sr% make lean (if you really must ompile a new exeutable)% ./onfigure (GNU autoonf toolset to ease installation)% make depend (might need to make new loal dependanies)% make partiview (should not have to edit Makefile anymore)If you enounter di�ulties of loating either the FLTK or MESA/OpenGL libraries, on�gure sript optionsan speify them: �with-fltk=dirname names the diretory whih ontains the lib and FL subdiretories,�with-mesa=dirname an speify the Mesa installation diretory [??℄, and �with-kira=dirname names theStarlab diretory, whose default value is taken from environment variable STARLAB_PATH if that is set.1.4 CVSThe urrent soure ode of partiview is always available from CVS, with publi anonymous read-only aess.Oasionally we stamp out a pakaged release, too, but looking to CVS is best.(Partiview developers an request a non-anonymous CVS aount from Peter Teuben �teuben�astro.umd.edu.)Currently the CVS repository mahine is vs.astro.umd.edu. Here's a sample session with some ommonlyused CVS ommands:setenv CVSROOT :pserver:anonymous�vs.astro.umd.edu:/home/vsrootsetenv CVSEDITOR emasvs login (only needed one, and only for pserver type aess)vs hekout partiview # get a new loal sandbox to work in, ord partiview # goto the root diretory of partiviewvs -n -q update # hek if others had made any hangesvs update # if so, update your sandbox and/or resolve onflitsd partiview/sr # goto the 'sr' diretory of partiview./onfigure --with-fltk=/some/where/fltk-1.1.something/ ...emas partibrains. # edit some filesmake all # ompile the program./partiview # test the programemas kira_parti. # edit another file



1. Installation 3make all # hek if it still ompilesvs -n -q update # hek if anybody else made hangesvs update # if so, update your sandbox again, resolve onflitsvs ommit # and ommit your hanges1.5 Compiling under WindowsPartiview an be ompiled from the ommand line on Windows using either the Mirosoft Visual C tools(l, nmake, et.) or using g/g++ with MinGW32, MSYS and w32api. The MinGW route is urrently theonly way to ompile with kira/Starlab support. There's no provision for building partiview within the MSVisual Studio GUI.To ompile with Mirosoft C:1. Install FLTK using MS Visual C++ as desribed in its doumentation.2. Unpak the partiview distribution from its tarball or via CVS.3. Edit the �le partiview/sr/partiview.mak, hanging FLTK_DIR as appropriate.4. Run the vvars32.bat sript from the Developer Studio Bin diretory; this will set the MSVCDIRenvironment variable, add the Bin diretory to PATH, et.5. In the partiview/sr diretory, ompile withnmake -f partiview.makDependenies are not properly maintained by this Make�le, so use nmake -f partiview.mak leanif you hange anything.To ompile with MinGW and ompany, you'll need to:1. Install MinGW (g, et.), its assoiated w32api libraries and header �les, and the MSYS suite of UNIX-liketools. All three pakages are available at: http://www.soureforge.net/projets/mingw/Unpak the .zip or .tar arhives of MinGW and w32api; both pakages are intended to live in the samediretory. The MSYS pakage omes as a self-extrating arhive and an be extrated into a di�erentdiretory as desired. (But don't attempt to merge the MSYS bin diretory ontents into mingw/bin.)2. Add both the MSYS bin subdiretory and MinGW bin subdiretory to the Windows PATH environ-ment variable, with the MSYS diretory oming earlier, e.g. in a ommand windowset path=%path%;C:\util\msys\1.0\bin;C:\util\mingw\binor the analogous setting of PATH using (on WinNT/2000 at least) My Computer -> Control Panel-> System -> Environment to make a permanent hange to PATH.3. Use MinGW to build FLTK. (FLTK 1.1.x, e.g. 1.1.9, works with partiview. FLTK 2.0 won't work.Not sure about versions in between.) Unpak the FLTK soure distribution and saysh onfiguremake



2. Diretory struture 44. Build the Starlab libraries, if desired:(a) You may need to install CVS for Windows. Binary pakages are available; follow the Win32link on http://www.vshome.org/downloads.html . Put the resulting vs.exe �le into the PATHsomewhere.(b) Use CVS to hekout the Starlab soures into some diretory:d C:\some\whereset CVSROOT=:pserver:anonymous�vs.astro.umd.edu:/home/vsrootvs loginvs hekout starlabd starlab() Copy templates\starlab_setup.bat to loal\starlab_setup.bat, and edit it. Change the�rst two set ommands: set STARLAB_PATH to the installation diretory � in the above example,set STARLAB_PATH=C:\some\where\starlab. Also optionally update (or remove) set PATH=...to add MSYS and MinGW bin diretories to it.(d) From a Windows ommand window, typeloal\starlab_setupmake libs(e) If suessful, you should �nd in the lib diretory the �les libdstar.a libdyn.a libnode.alibrd.a libsstar.a libstd.a libtdyn.a5. Now, bak in the partiview/srdiretory, use onfigure and make as under Unix. The MSYS pakageimposes its own UNIX-like syntax for Windows pathnames, whih you'll need to use as arguments toon�gure and friends, with forward- instead of bakslashes and a /drive-letter pre�x. Also, if typingto a Windows ommand-window, shell sripts like onfigure must be expliitly fed to sh. Thus forexample if FLTK is installed in C:\util\fltk-1.1.9 and Starlab is in F:\sr\starlab, then youmight build partiview by typingsh onfigure --with-fltk=//util/fltk-1.1.9 --with-kira=/f/sr/starlabmakeNote there's no need to speify the loation of the OpenGL or other libraries; the on�gure sript andMinGW tools already know where to �nd those. Omit the "�with-kira=..." if you're not using Starlab.2 Diretory strutureHere is the diretory struture:partiview/ root diretorypartiview/sr soure odepartiview/data sample datafiles (e.g. Hipparos Bright Star Catalogue)partiview/do manual (sgml, and derived html, txt, ps/dvi)partiview/sripts various useful sripts (alulator, moviemaker, et.)partiview/nemo NEMO speifi onverters/odepartiview/starlab STARLAB speifi onverters/odepartiview/tutor examples of tutorial type ode (added in 0.2)



3. Running the program 5Figure 1: partiview view3 Running the programFirst we desribe a simple example how to run partiview with a supplied sample dataset. Then we desribethe di�erent windows that partiview is made up of, and the di�erent ommands and keystrokes it listensto.3.1 Example 1: Hipparos Bright Star Catalogue 3-D viewingStart the program using one of the sample "spek" �les in the data diretory:% d partiview/data% ./hipbrightor % partiview hipbrightand this should ome up with a display familiar to most of us who wath the skies. You should probablyenlarge the window a bit. Mine omes up in roughly a 300 by 300 display window, whih may be a bit small(ertainly on my sreen :-) (Hint: the .partiviewr �le may ontain ommands like eval winsize 600400.)Hit the TAB key to bring fous to the (one line) ommand window inbetween the log sreen (top) andviewing sreen (bottom). Type the ommandsfov 50 (field of view 50 degrees)jump 0 0 0 80 70 60 (put yourself in the originand look at euler anglesRxRyRz (80,70,60)and it should give another nie omfy view :-) If you ever get lost, and this is not hard, use the jump ommandto go bak to a known position and/or viewing angle.Note that spatial units for this dataset are parses, though angular units are degrees for any data in partiview.Now play with the display, use the 't', 'r', 'f' and 'o' keys (keys are ase sensitive) in the viewing windowand use the left and mouse buttons down to (arefully) move around a bit, and make yourself omfortablewith moving around. Using the 't' button you get some idea of the distane of the stars by moving bakand forth a little (the parallax trik). In fat, if you 't' around a little bit, you may see a green line �ashingthrough the display. This is one of the RGB (xyz) axes attahed to the (0,0,0) [our sun℄ position. You shouldsee Proyon and Sirius exhibit pretty large parallaxes, but Orion is pretty steady sine it is several hundredparses away. If you move the right mouse button you will zoom in/out and should see our Sun �ash bywith the red-green-blue axes.The RGB axes represent the XYZ axes in a (right-handed) artesian system. For the Hipparos data the X(red) axis points to RA=0h, Y (green) axis to RA=6h, both in the equatorial plane, and the Z (blue) axispoints to the equatorial north pole.Try and use the middle mouse button (or the 'p' key) to lik on Sirius or Proyon, and see if you an getit to view its properties. Now use the 'P' key to swith enter to rotation to that star. Sirius is probably agood hoie. Move around a bit, and try and get the sun and orion in the same view :-)



3. Running the program 6[NOTE: these Hipparos data do not have reliably distane above 100-200 p, so Orion's individual distanesare probably unertain to 30%℄A little bit on the types of motion, and what the mouse buttons do| left middle right| Button-1 Button-2 Button-3 Shift Button-1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------f (fly) | fly 'pik' zoomo (orbit) | orbit 'pik' zoomr (rotate) | rotate X/Y 'pik' rotate Z translatet (translate) | translate 'pik' zoomThe point of origin for rotations an be hanged with the 'P' button. First you an try and pik ('p' orButton-2) a point, and if found, hit 'P' to make this point the new rotation enter default.red = X axisgreen = Y axisblue = Z axisTo hoose an arbitrary enter of rotation, use the enter ommand.3.2 Top RowThe top row ontains some shortuts to some frequently used ommands. From left to right, it should showthe following buttons:MoreO�ers some mode swithes as toggles: inertia for ontinues spin or motion, and an H-R Diagram toinvoke a separate H-R diagram window for datasets that support stellar evolution.[g1℄ Pulldown g1, g2, ... (or whihever group) is the urrently seleted group. See objet ommand tomake aliases whih group is de�ned to what objet. If multiple groups are de�ned, the next row belowthis ontains a list of all the groups, and their aliases, so you an toggle them to be displayed.[f℄lyPulldown to selet �y/orbit/rot/tran, whih an also be ativate by pressing the f/o/r/t keys insidethe viewing window.pointToggle to turn the points on/o�. See also the points ommand.polyToggle to turn polygons on/o�. See also the polygon ommand.lbl Toggle to turn labels on/o�. See also the label ommand.



3. Running the program 7tex Toggle to turn textures on/o�. See also the texture ommand.box Toggle to turn boxes on/o�. See also the boxes ommand.#.###The urrent displayed value of the logslum lum slider (see next)logslum lumSlider ontrolling the logarithm of the datavar variable seleted as luminosity (with the lum ommand).3.3 Group row (optional)When more than one group has been ativated (groups of partiles or objets an have their own displayproperties, and be turned on and o� at will), a new Group Row will appear as the 2nd row.Left-liking (button 1) on a button toggles the display of that group; right-liking (button 3) enablesdisplay of the group, and also selets it as the urrent group for GUI ontrols and text ommands.3.4 Time Animation rows (Optional)For time-dependent data, the third and fourth row from the top ontrol the urrently displayed data-time.This time-ontrol bar is only visible when the objet has a nonzero time range.T Shows the urrent time (or o�set from the tripmeter). The absolute time is the sum of the T and +�elds. Both are editable. See also the step ontrol ommand.trip Press to mark a referene point in time. The T �eld beomes zero, and the + �eld (below) is set tourrent time. As time passes, T shows the o�set from this referene time.bak Press to return to referene time (sets T to 0).+ Current last time where tripmeter was set. You an reset to the �rst frame with the ommand step 0dial Drag to adjust the urrent time. Sensitivity depends on the speed setting; dragging by one dial-widthorresponds to 0.1 wall-lok seond of animation, i.e. 0.1 * speed in data time units.
|<

>| Step time bakwards or forwards by 0.1 * speed data time units. See also the < and > keyboardshortuts.



3. Running the program 8
<<

>> toggle movie move forwards in time Toggle animating bakwards or forwards in time, by 1 * speed datatime units per real-time seond. See also the {, �, and } keyboard shortuts.#.####(Logarithmi) value denoting speed of animation. See also the speed ontrol ommand.3.5 Camera (path) Animation rowThe �fth (or 4th or 3rd, depending if Group and/or Time rows are present) row from the top ontrols loadingand playing sequenes of moving through spae.Path...Brings up a �lebrowser to load a .wf path �le. This is a �le with on eah line 7 numbers: xyz loation,RxRyRz viewing diretion, and FOV (�eld of view). The rdata ommand loads suh path �les too.PlayPlay the viewpoint along the urrently loaded path, as the play ommand does. Right-lik for a menuof play-speed options.
<< < [###℄ >>>Step through amera-path frames. See also frame ontrol ommand.sliderSlides through amera path, and displays urrent frame.3.6 Log�le windowThe third window from the top ontains a log�le of past ommands and responses to them, and an beresized by dragging the bar between ommand window and viewing window. The Log�le window also hasa sroll bar on the left. You an diret the mouse to any previous ommand, and it will show up in theommand window. Using the arrow keys this ommand an then be edited.3.7 Command windowThe Command window is a single line entry window, in whih Control Commands an be given. Theirresponses appear in the Log�le window and on the originating onsole. (unlike Data Commands, whihshow no feedbak). You an still give Data Commands in this window by pre�xing them with the addommand. The Up- and Down-arrow keys (not those on the keypad) sroll through previous ommands, andan be edited using the arrow keys and a subset of the emas ontrol haraters.



3. Running the program 93.8 Viewing windowThe (OpenGL) Viewing window is where all the ation ours. Typially this is where you give singlekeystroke ommands and/or move the mouse for an interative view of the data. It an be resized twoways: either by resizing the master window, or by piking up the separator between Viewing window andCommand window above.3.9 Example 2: a (starlab) animationSetting up a small animation in for example Starlab an be done quite simply as follows: (see also theprimbim16.mk make�le to reate a standard one):% makeplummer -i -n 20 | makemass -l 0.5 -u 10.0 | sale -s | kira -d 2 -D x10 > run1% partiview run1.f% at run1.fkira run1eval everyeval lum mass 0 0.01eval psize 100eval ment 1 1 .7 .3eval olor lump exatAlternatively, if you had started up partiview without any arguments, the following Control Command (seebelow) would have done the sameread run1.f3.10 Example 3: stereo viewingThe 's' key within the viewing window toggles stereo viewing. By default eah objet is split in a blue and ared part, that should be viewed with a pair of red(left)/blue(right) glasses. Red/green glasses will probablywork too. Crosseyed viewing is also available if seleted by stereo ross. See stereo and foallen in theView Commands setion.3.11 Example 4: subsettingIn the data diretory, runpartiview hip.fOne of the data �elds for these stars is the B-V olor, olorb_v, abbreviatable to just olor. Look at justthe bluest stars: trythresh olor < -.1



4. Commands 10Bak o� to a large distane (drag with right mouse button, and drag the logslum lum slider to brighten)and look at the distribution of these blue stars. The Orion spiral-arm spur, extending generally along the+Y (green) axis, has lots of them. Now look at more reddish stars, those with .5 <= B-V <= 1.5, with:thresh olor .5 1.5These are muh more uniformly distributed in the galati plane. Return to seeing all stars, with:see allor re-view the threshold-seleted subset (reddish stars) withsee threshor its omplement withsee -thresh4 CommandsThere are two types of ommands in partiview: Control Commands and Data Commands. Probably themost visible di�erene between the two is that every Control Command returns feedbak to the user, whereasData Commands are interpreted without omment unless an error ours.Some situations, e.g. the ommand-entry text box, expet to reeive Control Commands; others, e.g. �les(.f, .spek, et.) named on the ommand line or spei�ed by read or inlude ommands, are expeted toontain Data Commands.However, it is always possible to enter a Data Command where a Control Command is expeted, using theadd ommand pre�x, e.g. you ould type in the text box:add 0 0 0 text The Origin. Likewise, a Control Command may be given where data is expeted, as in a data or .f �le, using the evalpre�x: 1 0 0 text X=1eval bgolor 0.3 0.2 0.1See also the previous starlab example.4.1 Control Commands(see partibrains.::speks_parse_args)Control Commands are aepted in the Command window, and in some other ontexts. Generally, partiviewgives a response to every Control Command, reporting the (possibly hanged) status.Typially, if parameters are omitted, the urrent state is reported.Some ommands apply to partiles in the urrent group (see Objet group ommands); others a�et globalthings, suh as time or display settings.Data Commands an also be given, if pre�xed with add.



4. Commands 114.2 I/O Control Commandsread speks-�leRead a �le ontaining Data Commands (typial su�x .f or .spek).asyn unix-ommandRun an arbitrary unix ommand (invoked via /bin/sh) as a subproess of partiview. Its standardoutput is interpreted as a stream of ontrol ommands. Thus partiview an be driven externally, e.g.to reord an animation (using the snapshot ommand), or to provide additional GUI ontrols. Severalasyn ommands an run onurrently. Examples are given later. Warning: you annot interrupt astarted ommand, short of hitting ESC to exit partiview.add data-ommandEnter a Data Command where a Control Command is expeted, e.g. in the text input box. Forexample,add 10 15 -1 text blahadds a new label "blah" at 10 15 -1, oradd kira myrun.outloads a kira (starlab) output �le.eval ontrol-ommandProesses that ontrol ommand just as if the eval pre�x weren't there. Provided for symmetry:wherever either a ontrol ommand or a data ommand is expeted, entering eval ontrol-ommandensures that it's taken as a ontrol ommand.add �lepath (data-ommand)Determines the list of diretories where all data �les, olor maps, et. are sought. See the filepathentry under Data Commands.4.3 Objet Group Control CommandsPartiview an load multiple groups of partiles, eah with independent display settings, olormaps, et.When more than one group is loaded, the Group Row appears on the GUI, with one toggle-button foreah group. Toggling the button turns display of that group on or o�. Right-liking turns the groupunonditionally on, and selets that group as the urrent one for other GUI ontrols.Many Control Commands apply to the urrently seleted group.Groups always have names of the form gN for some small positive N ; eah group may also have an alias.gN Selet group gN . Create a new group if it doesn't already exist.gN=aliasAssign name alias to group gN . Note there must be no blanks around the = sign.



4. Commands 12objet objetnameLikewise, selet objet objetname, whih may be either an alias name or gN .gN ontrol-ommandobjet objetname ontrol-ommandEither form may be used as a pre�x to any ontrol ommand to at on the spei�ed group, e.g. objetfred poly ongall ontrol-ommandInvoke the given ontrol-ommand in all groups. For example, to turn display of group 3 on and allothers o�, use:gall offg3 ononenableEither one will enable the display of the urrently seleted group (as it is by default).o�disableEither one will turn o� the display of the urrent group.4.4 View Control ommandsView ommands a�et the view; they aren't spei� to data groups.fov �oatAngular �eld of view (in degrees) in Y-diretion.en[ter℄ X Y Z [RADIUS ℄Set point of interest. This is the enter of rotation in [o℄rbit and [r℄otate modes. Also, in [o℄rbitmode, translation speed is proportional to the viewer's distane from this point. The optional RADIUS(also set by ensize) determines the size of the marker rosshair, initially 1 unit.en[ter℄ [X Y Z [RADIUS ℄℄ int[erest℄ [X Y Z [RADIUS ℄℄Set point of interest. This is the enter of rotation in [o℄rbit and [r℄otate modes. And, in [o℄rbitmode, translation speed is proportional to the viewer's distane from this point. The optional RADIUS(also set by ensize) determines the size of the marker rosshair, initially 1 unit.**** why is enter/interest ommented out in the �rst example. Originally this ommand was dou-mented twie, the �rst one has /interest ommented out.ensize [RADIUS ℄Set size of point-of-interest marker.



4. Commands 13where (also) wReport the 3-D amera position and forward diretion vetor.lip NEAR FARClipping distanes. The omputer graphis setup always requires drawing only objets in some �niterange of distanes in front of the viewpoint. Both values must be stritly positive, and their ratio islimited; depending on the graphis system in use, distant objets may appear to blink if the FAR/NEARratio exeeds 10000 or so.To set the far lip range without hanging the near, use a non-numeri near lip value, e.g. lip -1000.jump [X Y Z ℄ [Rx Ry Rz ℄Get or set the urrent position (XYZ) and/or viewing (RxRyRz) angle.readpathRead a Wavefront (.wf) �le desribing a path through spae.rdataSynonym for readpath.play speed [f℄Play the urrently loaded (from readpath/rdata) amera animation path, at speed times normal speed,skipping frames as needed to keep up with wall-lok time. (Normal speed is 30 frames per seond.)With "f" su�x, displays every speed -th frame, without regard to real time.frame [frameno℄Get or set the urrent frame the frameno-th.updateEnsures the display is updated, as before taking a snapshot. Probably only useful in a stream of ontrolommands from an asyn subproess.winsize [XSIZE [YSIZE ℄℄winsize XSIZExYSIZE+XPOS+YPOSResize graphis window. With no arguments, reports urrent size. With one argument, resizes togiven width, preserving aspet ratio. With two arguments, reshapes window to that height and width.With omplete X geometry spei�ation (no embedded spaes), e.g. winsize 400x350+20-10, alsosets position of graphis window, with +X and +Y measured from left/top, -X and -Y measured fromright/bottom of sreen.detah [full|hide℄ [+XPOS+YPOS ℄Detah graphis window from GUI ontrol strip and optionally speify position of ontrol strip. Withfull or hide, makes graphis window full-sreen with GUI visible or hidden, respetively. With neitherfull nor hide, the graphis window is detahed but left at its urrent size.The +XPOS+YPOS is a window position in X window geometry style, so e.g. detah full -10+5plaes the GUI near the upper right orner of the sreen, 10 pixels in from the right and 5 pixels downfrom the top edge.



4. Commands 14If you don't mind typing blindly, it's still possible to enter text-box ommands even with the ontrolshidden; press the Tab key before eah ommand to ensure that input fous is in the text box. UseTabdetah fullEnter to un-hide a hidden ontrol strip.bgolor R G BSet window bakground olor (three R G B numbers or one graysale value).foallen distaneFoal length: distane from viewer to a typial objet of interest. This a�ets stereo display (see below)and navigation: the speed of motion in [t℄ranslate and [f℄ly modes is proportional to this distane.stereo [on|o�|redyan|glasses|ross|left|right℄ [separation℄Stereo display. Also toggled on/o� by typing 's' key in graphis window. Where hardware allowsit, stereo glasses selets CrystalEyes-style quad-bu�ered stereo. All systems should be apableof stereo redyan, whih requires wearing red/green or red/blue glasses, and of ross (rosseyed),whih splits the window horizontally. left and right show just that eye's view, and may be handyfor taking stereo snapshots.Useful separation values might be 0.02 to 0.1, or -0.02 to -0.1 to swap eyes. See also foallen ommand,whih gives the distane to a typial objet of interest: left- and right-eye images of an objet at thatdistane will oinide on the sreen.Virtual-world eyes will be separated by distane 2 * foallen * separation, with onvergene angle 2 *artan(separation).See also the winsize and detah ommands for ontrol over graphis window size and plaement.Beware: some systems whih support hardware ("glasses") stereo also require that the display be set toa stereo-apable video mode. Partiview does not do this automatially. For example, on stereo-apableSGI Irix systems, you may need to type (to a unix shell) /usr/gfx/setmon -n 1024x768_96s to allowstereo viewing and something like /usr/gfx/setmon -n 72 to revert. Otherwise, turning partiview'sstereo on will just show the left eye's view � displaing the viewpoint but nothing else.snapset [-n FRAMENO℄ FILESTEM [FRAMENO℄Set parameters for future snapshot ommands. FILESTEM may be a printf format string withframe number as argument, e.g. snapset pix/%04d.ppm, generating image names of pix/0000.ppm,pix/0001.ppm, et. If FILESTEM ontains no % sign, then .%03d.ppm.gz is appended to it, sosnapset ./pix/fred yields snapshot images named ./pix/fred.000.ppm.gz et.Frame number FRAMENO (default 0) inrements with eah snapshot taken.snapshot [FRAMENO | FILENAME ℄Capture a snapshot image of the urrent view.Either give snapshot an expliit �lename, or else speify a �le format string with snapset and thenlet snapshot �ll in the frame number. With neither FRAMENO nor FILENAME , snapset adds oneto the previous frame number.Partiview generally invokes the ImageMagik program onvert(1), whih must be installed and beon the user's $PATH. Convert determines the type of image (jpeg, sgi, bmp, et.) based on the �lesu�x.Convert is not needed if the snapset FILESTEM ends in .ppm.gz (invokes gzip rather than onvert)or .ppm (no external program required).



4. Commands 154.5 Partile Display Control CommandsThese ommands a�et how partiles (in the urrent group) are displayed.psize salefatorAll partile luminosities (as spei�ed by lum ommand) are saled by the produt of two fators: alumvar -spei� fator given by slum, and a global fator given by psize. So the intrinsi brightnessof a partile is value-spei�ed-by-lum * slum-for-urrent-lumvar * psize-salefator .slum slumfatorData-�eld spei� luminosity sale fator, for urrent hoie of lumvar as given by the lum ommand.A slumfator is reorded independently for eah data �eld, so if data �elds mass and energy werede�ned, one might saylum massslum 1000lum energyslum 0.25having hosen eah variable's slumfator for useful display, and then freely swith between lum massand lum energy without having to readjust partile brightness eah time.ptsize minpixels maxpixelsSpei�es the range of apparent sizes of points, in pixels. Typial values might be ptsize 0.1 5. Thegraphis system may silently impose an upper limit of about 10 pixels.poly [on|o�℄Display polygons, or don't.polysize [salefator ℄Multiplier for polygon size. Default is zero (!), so you must set polysize to something else beforepolygons will show up.polylumvar [attrname | point-size℄ [area | radius℄Choose whih attribute determines the radius of a partile's polygon. By default, it is point-size, apseudo-attribute whih varies with the brightness of points (so adjusting the slum slider sales polygonstoo).Eah polygon's 3-D radius is the polysize salefator times its partile's given attribute (whether anatual partile attribute or point-size). Or, if the area keyword is spei�ed, then the radius is thesquare root of attribute * salefator. area is useful if the attribute represents a luminosity; in thatase, the polygon total brightness (whih is proportional to its sreen area) beomes proportional tothe attribute / distane�2.polymin minradius [maxradius℄Speify a minimum sreen radius for polygons, in pixels. If smaller than this, they are not drawn.olorSpeify how partiles are olored. Generally, a linear funtion of some data �eld of eah partilebeomes an index into a olormap (see map, ment).



4. Commands 16olor olorvar [minval maxval ℄Use data �eld olorvar (either a name as set by datavar or a 0-based integer olumn number)to determine olor. Map minval to olor index 1, and maxval to the next-to-last entry in theolormap (Nmap-2 ). The 0th and last (Nmap-1 ) olormap entry are used for out-of-range datavalues.If minval and maxval are omitted, the atual range of values is used.olor olorvar exat [baseval ℄Don't onsider �eld olorvar as a ontinuous variable; instead, it's integer-valued, and mappedone-to-one with olor table slots. Data value N is mapped to olor index N+baseval .olor olorvar -exatOne the exat tag is set (for a partiular data-�eld), it's stiky. To interpret that data �eld asa ontinuous, salable variable again, use -exat.olor onst R G BShow all partiles as olor R G B , eah value in range 0 to 1, independent of any data �elds.lum Speify how partiles' intrinsi luminosity is omputed: a linear funtion of some data �eld of eahpartile.lum lumvar [minval maxval ℄Map values of data �eld lumvar (datavar name or �eld number) to luminosity. The (linear)mapping takes �eld value minval to luminosity 0 and maxval to luminosity 1.0.If minval and maxval are omitted, the atual range of values is mapped to the luminosity range0 to 1.Note that the resulting luminosities are then saled by the psize and slum sale fators, andfurther saled aording to distane as spei�ed by fade, to ompute apparent brightness ofpoints.lum onst LSpeify onstant partile luminosity L independent of any data �eld values.fade [planar|spherial|linear refdist |onst refdist℄Determines how distane a�ets partiles' apparent brightness (or "size"). The default fade planargives 1/r�2 light fallo�, with r measured as distane from the view plane. fade spherial is also1/r�2, but with r measured as true distane from the viewpoint. fade linear refdist gives 1/r lightfallo� � not physially aurate, but useful to get a limited sense of depth. fade onst refdist givesonstant apparent brightness independent of distane, and may be appropriate for orthographi views.The refdist for linear and onst modes is that distane r at whih apparent brightness should maththat in the 1/r�2 modes � a distane to a "typial" partile.labelmin minpixelsLabels omputed to be smaller than this sreen size (pixels) are suppressed.labelsize salefatorlsize salefatorlsize (alias labelsize) sets the 3-D height of labels. If the text was reated with a text -size textsizeoption, the salefator is multiplied by that to determine the 3-D size.



4. Commands 17point[s℄ [on|o�℄Turn display of points on or o�. With no argument, toggles display.poly[gons℄ [on|o�℄Turn display of points on or o�. With no argument, toggles display.texture [on|o�℄Turn display of textures on or o�. With no argument, toggles.label[s℄ [on|o�℄Turn display of label text on or o�. With no argument, toggles.txsale salefatorSale size of all textures relative to their polygons. A sale fator of 0.5 (default) make the texturesquare just �ll its polygon, if polysides is 4.polyorivarReport setting of polyorivar data-ommand, whih see.texturevarReport setting of texturevar data-ommand, whih see.laxes [on|o�℄Toggle label axes. When on, and when labels are displayed, shows a set of red/green/blue (X/Y/Z)axes to indiate orientation.polyside(s)Number of sides a polygon should have. Default 11, for fairly round polygons. For textured polygons,polysides 4 might do as well, and be slightly speedier.fast [on|o�℄see also ptsizeptsize minpixels [maxpixels℄Spei�es range of apparent (pixel) size of points. Those with omputed sizes (based on luminosity anddistane) smaller than minpixels are randomly (but repeatably) subsampled � i.e. some fration ofthem are not drawn. Those omputed to be larger than maxpixels are drawn at size maxpixels .gamma displaygammaTells the partile renderer how the display + OpenGL relates image values to visible lightness. Youdon't need to hange this, but may adjust it to minimize the brightness glithes when partiles hangesize. Typial values are gamma 1 through gamma 2.5 or so. Larger values raise the apparent brightnessof dim things.alpha alphaGet or set the alpha value, in the range 0 to 1; it determines the opaity of polygons.speedFor time-dependent data, advane datatime by this many time units per wall-lok seond.



4. Commands 18step [timestep℄For time-varying data, sets urrent timestep number. Real-valued times are meaningful for some kindsof data inluding those from Starlab/kira; for others, times are rounded to nearest integer. If running,step also stops datatime animation. (See run.)step [+|-℄deltatimestepIf preeded with a plus or minus sign, adds that amount to urrent time.(note that fspeed has been depreated)run Continue a stopped animation (see also step).tfm [-v℄ [numbers...℄Objet-to-world transformation. May take 1, 6, 7, 9 or 16 parameters: either salefator , or tx ty tz rxry rz salefator>℄, or 16 numbers for 4x4 matrix, or 9 numbers for 3x3 matrix. See Coordinates andCoordinate Transformations .With no numeri parameters, reports the urrent objet-to-world transform. Use tfm -v to see thetransform and its inverse in several forms.move [gN ℄ {on|o�}Normally, navigation modes [r℄otate and [t℄ranslate just adjust the viewpoint (amera). However,if you turn move on, then [r℄otate and [t℄ranslatemove the urrently-seleted objet group instead,e.g. to adjust its alignment relative to other groups. ([o℄rbit and [f℄ly modes always move theamera.)To indiate that movemode is enabled, the ontrol strip shows the seleted group's name in bold italis,as [g3℄ . Use move off to revert to normal. The tfm ommand reports the urrent objet-group-to-global-world transformation.fwddatawait on|o�For asynhronously-loaded data (urrently only ieee data ommand), say whether wait for urrentdata step to be loaded. (If not, then keep displaying previous data while loading new.)map �lenameLoad (asii) �lename with RGB values, for oloring partiles. The olor ommand selets whih data�eld is mapped to olor index and how.Colormaps are text �les, beginning with a number-of-entries line and followed by R G B or R G B Aentries one per line; see the Colormaps setion.vmap -v �eldname �lenameLoad olormap as with map ommand. But use this olormap only when the given data �eld isseleted for oloring. Thus the map olor map applies to all data �elds for whih no vmap has everbeen spei�ed.ment olorindex [R G B℄Report or set that olormap entry.



4. Commands 19rawdump dump-�lenameAll partile attributes (not positions though) are written to a dump-�lename. Useful for debugging.Warning: it will happily overwrite an existing �le with that name.warp [on|o�℄Enable, disable, or report the status of any warp data-ommand set up for the urrent group. If itexists, partiles's positions an hange with time, in a handful of anned ways built into the warpommand. See the warp entry under Data Commands.4.6 Partile subsetting & statistislipbox ...see b below.b ....Display only a 3D subregion of the data � the part lying within the lipbox.b xmin ymin zmin xmax ymax zmaxSpei�ed by oordinate ranges. Note only spaes are used to separate the 6 numbers.b xen,yen,zen xrad,yrad,zradSpei�ed by enter and "radius" of the box. Note no spaes after the ommas!b xmin,xmax ymin,ymax zmin,zmaxSpei�ed by oordinate ranges.b offDisable lipping. The entire dataset is again visible.b onRe-enable a previously de�ned lipbox setting. It will also display the lipbox againb hideHide the lipbox, but still disard objets whose enters lie outside it.Note this ommand does not toggle lipping if no arguments given (that would be handy and more inline with similar ommands). If no arguments given, it reports the urrent lipbox.threshDisplay a subset of partiles, hosen by the value of some data �eld. Eah thresh ommand overridessettings from previous ommands, so it annot be used to show unions or intersetions of multipleriteria. For that, see the only ommand. However, unlike only, the thresh riterion applies totime-varying data.thresh �eld minval maxvalDisplay only those partiles where minval <= �eld �eld <= maxval . The �eld may be given byname (as from datavar) or by �eld number.thresh �eld <maxvalthresh �eld >minvalShow only partiles where �eld is <= or >= the given threshold.



4. Commands 20thresh [o�|on℄Disable or re-enable a previously spei�ed threshold.only= data�eld value minvalue-maxvalue <value >value ...only+ data�eld value minvalue-maxvalue <value >value ...only- data�eld value minvalue-maxvalue <value >value ...Sans partiles (in the urrent timestep only!), �nding those where data�eld has value value, or has avalue in range minvalue <= value <= maxvalue, or whatever. Multiple value-ranges may be spei�edto selet the union of several sets. The resulting set of partiles is assigned to (only=), added to (only+)or subtrated from (only-) the thresh seletion-set. Also display just partiles in that seletion-set,as if see thresh had been typed.The net e�et is illustrated by these examples:only= type 1-3 5Show only partiles of type 1, 2, 3 or 5.only- mass <2.3 >3.5After the above ommand, shows only the subset of type 1/2/3/5 partiles AND have massbetween 2.3 and 3.5. (Note that to take the intersetion of two onditions, you must subtrat theomplement of the latter one. Maybe some day there'll be an only&.see selexprShow just those partiles in the seletion-set selexpr. Prede�ned set names are all, none, threshand pik, and other names may be de�ned by the sel ommand. The default is see all. Using thethresh or only ommands automatially swith to displaying see thresh.Note that you an see the omplement of a named set, e.g. all exept the thresh-seleted objets, withsee -thresh.sel selname = selexprCompute a logial ombination of seletion-sets and assign them to another suh set. The set mem-bership is originally assigned by thresh or only ommands. Yeah, I know this doesn't make sense.Need a separate setion to doument seletion-sets.sel selexprCount the number of partiles in the seletion-set selexpr.learobjErase all partiles in this group. Useful for reloading on the �y.every NDisplay a random subset (every N -th) of all partiles. E.g. every 1 shows all partiles, every 2 showsabout half of them. Reports urrent subsampling fator, and the urrent total number of partiles.hist data�eld [-n nbukets℄ [-l℄ [-℄ [-t℄ [minval ℄ [maxval ℄Generates a (numerial) histogram of values of data�eld , whih may be a named �eld (as from datavar)or a �eld index. Divides the value range (either minval ..maxval or the atual range of values for that�eld) into nbukets equal bukets (11 by default). Uses logarithmially-spaed intervals if -l (so long



4. Commands 21as the data range doesn't inlude zero). If a lipbox is de�ned, use - to ount only partiles withinit. If a thresh or only subset is de�ned, use -t to ount only the hosen subset.bound [w℄Reports 3D extent of the data. With w, reports it in world oordinates, otherwise in objet oordinates.datavardv Report names and value ranges (over all partiles in urrent group) of all named data �elds.4.7 Boxesshowbox list of integer box level numbers...hidebox list of integer box level numbers...box[es℄ [o�|on|only℄Turn box display o� or on; or display boxes but hide all partiles.boxmap �lenameColor boxes using that olormap. Eah box's level number (set by -l option of box data-ommand,default 0) is the olor index.boxment olorindex [R G B℄Get or set the given box-olormap index. E.g. boxment 0 reports the olor of boxes reated with no-l spei�ed.boxlabel [on|o�℄Label boxes by id number (set by -n option of box data-ommand).boxaxes [on|o�℄Toggle or set box axes display mode.boxsale [�oat℄ [on|o�℄gobox boxnumbergoboxsalemenu fmenu BEGIN CAVEMENUpos P1 P2wall P1hid [P1℄show [P1℄h [P1℄demandfps [P1℄font



4. Commands 22help? END CAVEMENUdatasale4.8 Data ommands(see also partibrains.::speks_read)Data Commands an be plaed in a data �le. Lines starting with # will be skipped.Control Commands an also be given, if pre�xed with the eval ommand.read �leread a spek formatted �le. Reursive, ommands an nest. (strtok ok??) Note that read is also aControl Command, doing exatly the same thing.inlude �leread a spek formatted �le.ieee [-t time℄ �leRead a IEEEIO formatted �le, with optional timestep number (0 based). Support for this type of datamust be expliitly ompiled into the program.kira �leread a kira formatted �le. See the kiratl Control Command to modify the looks of the objets.Only present if Starlab is ompiled into partiview.setenv name valueAdd (or hange) a named variable of the environment variables spae of partiview. Enviroment vari-ables, like in the normal unix shell, an be referred to by prepending their name with a $. Note thereprobably is not an unsetenv ommand .objet gN=ALIASDe�nes/Selets a partiular group number (N=1,2,3....) to an ALIAS. In ommand mode you an usegN=ALIAS. Any data following this ommand will now belong to this group.objet ObjetNameSelet an existing group. Following data will now belong to this group.sdbvars varChoose whih data �elds to extrat from binary sdb �les (any of: mMrogtxyzSn) for subsequent sdbommands.sdb [-t time℄ �leRead an SDB (binary) formatted �le, with optional timestep number. (Default time is latest datatime,or 0.)



4. Commands 23pb [-t time℄ �leRead a .pb (binary) partile �le, with optional timestep number. (Default time is latest datatime, or0.) A .pb �le ontains (all values 32-bit integer or 32-bit IEEE �oat):1. magi number, 0xFFFFFF98 (int32)2. byte o�set of �rst partile (int32)3. number of attributes (int32)4. sequene of null-terminated attribute name strings, attributename0 \0 attributename1 \0 ...5. possibly some pad bytes, enough to reah the spei�ed �rst-partile �le o�set6. sequene of partile reords, eah (number-of-attributes + 4)*4 bytes long:(a) partile-id (int32)(b) partile X, Y, Z (3 �oat32's)() partile attributes (number-of-attributes �oat32's)ending at the end of the �le (i.e. there's no partile-ount �eld).Either big- or little-endian formats are aepted; the value of the magi number determines endiannessof all values in that �le.box[es℄ ....Draw a box, using any of the following formats:xmin ymin zmin xmax ymax zmaxxmin,xmax ymin,ymax zmin,zmaxxen,yen,zen xrad,yrad,zrad[-t time℄ [-n boxno℄ [-l level℄ xen,yen,zen xrad,yrad,zradlevel determines olor.mesh [-t txno℄ [- olorindex ℄ [-s style℄Draw a quadrilateral mesh, optionally olored or textured. Following the mesh line, provide a linewith the mesh dimensions: nu nvFollowing this omes the list of nu*nv mesh verties, one vertex (spei�ed by several blank-separatednumbers) per line. (Blank lines and omments may be interspersed among them.) Note that the meshonnetions are impliit: vertex number i*nu+j is adjaent to (i-1)*nu+j, (i+1)*nu+j, i*nu+(j-1), andi*nu+(j+1). Eah vertex line has three or �ve numbers: the �rst three give its 3-D position, and if a-t texture was spei�ed, then two more �elds give its u and v texture oordinates.Options:-t txnoApply texture number txno to surfae. In this ase, eah mesh vertex should also inlude u andv texture oordinates.- olorindexColor surfae with olor from integer map entry olorindex .-s styleDrawing style:



4. Commands 24solid�lled polygonal surfae (default)wirejust edgespointjust points (one per mesh vertex)Xen Yen Zen ellipsoid [options℄... [transformation℄Draw an ellipsoid, spei�ed by:Xen Yen ZenCenter position in world oordinates- olorindexInteger olor index (default -1 => white)-s styleDrawing style:solid�lled polygonal surfae (default)plane3 ellipses: XY, XZ, YZ planeswirelatitude/longitude ellipsespointpoint loud: one per lat/lon intersetion-r Xradius[,Yradius,Zradius℄Radius (for sphere) or semimajor axes (for ellipsoid)-n nlat[,nlon℄Number of latitude and longitude divisions. Relevant even for plane style, where they determinehow �nely the polygonal urves approximate irles. Default nlon = nlat/2 + 1.transformationSets the spatial orientation of the ellipsoid. May take any of three forms:(nothing)If absent, the ellipsoid's oordinate axes are the same as the world axes for the group itbelongs to.9 blank-separated numbersA 3x3 transformation matrix T from ellipsoid oordinates to world oordinates, in the sensePworld = Pellipsoid * T + [Xen, Yen, Zen℄.16 blank-separated numbersA 4x4 transformation matrix, as above but for the obvious hanges.waveobj [-time timestep℄ [-stati℄ [-texture number ℄ [- olorindex ℄ [-s style℄ �le.objLoad a Wavefront-style .obj model. Material properties are ignored; the surfae is drawn in whiteunless - olorindex in whih ase it's drawn using that olor-table olor. Also if -texture (alias -tx)is supplied, the surfae is textured using whatever texture oordinates are supplied in the .obj �le. The



4. Commands 25model is displayed at all times only if marked -stati; otherwise it's displayed only at the time givenby -time timestep or by the most reent datatime.A subset of the .obj format is aepted:v X Y Z� vertex positionvt U V� vertex texture oordinatesvn NX NY NZ� vertex normalf V1 V2 V3 ...� fae, listing just position indies for eah vertex. The �rst v line in the .obj �le has index 1, et.f V1/T1 V2/T2 V3/T3 ...� fae, listing position and texture oordinates for eah vertex of the fae.f V1/T1/N1 V2/T2/N2 V3/T3/N3 ...� fae, listing position, texture-oordinate, and normal indies for eah vertex.Note that material properties (mtl) are ignored. Waveobj models are olored aording to the -olorindex option (integer index into the urrent map olormap), or white if no - is used. If texturingis enabled � if the .obj model ontains vt entries, and the -texture option appears, and that numberedtexture exists � then the given texture olor multiplies or replaes the - olor, aording to the textureoptions.tfm [amera℄ numbers...Objet-to-world transformation. May take 1, 6, 7, 9 or 16 numbers: either salefator or tx ty tz rx ryrz [it/salefator/℄ or 16 numbers for 4x4 matrix, or 9 numbers for 3x3 matrix. See Coordinates andCoordinate Transformations .Normally the transform is to world oordinates; but with optional amera pre�x, the objet's positionis spei�ed relative to the amera, useful to plae legends in a �xed position on the sreen. In ameraoordinates, (0,0,0) is the viewpoint, x=y=0 at sreen enter, and negative z extends forward. Try forexampletfm amera -3 -3 -20 0 0 00 0 0 text -size 20 Legendeval ommandexeute a Control Command.feed ommandSynonym for eval.VIRDIR ommandSynonym for eval.�lepath pathA olon-separated list of diretories in whih data�les, olor maps, et. will be searhed for. If preededwith the + symbol, this list will be appended to the urrent �lepath.



4. Commands 26polyorivar indexnoBy default, when polygons are drawn, they're parallel to the sreen plane � simple markers for thepoints. It's sometimes useful to give eah polygon a �xed 3-D orientation (as for disk galaxies). Todo this, provide 6 onseutive data �elds, representing two 3-D orthogonal unit vetors whih spanthe plane of the disk. Then use polyorivar indexno giving the data �eld number of the �rst of the6 �elds. The vetors de�ne the X and Y diretions on the disk, respetively � relevant if texturing isenabled.Atually, unit vetors aren't essential; making them di�erent lengths yields non-irular polygonaldisks.If polyorivar is spei�ed for the group, but some polygons should still lie in the sreen plane, usevalues 9 9 9 9 9 9 for those polygons.texture [-aiAOlmnMDB℄ txno �le.sgi-a(lpha)A single-hannel image would normally be used as luminane data. With -a, the image is takenas opaity data instead (GL_ALPHA texture format).-i(ntensity)For 1- or 3-hannel images, ompute the intensity of eah pixel and use it to form an alpha(opaity) hannel.-A(dd)Use additive blending. This texture will add to, not obsure, the brightness of whatever liesbehind it (i.e. whatever is drawn later).-O(ver)Use "over" ompositing. This texture will obsure features lying behind it aording to alphavalues at eah point.-M(odulate)Multiply texture brightness/olor values by the olormap-determined olor of eah partile.-D(eal)The textured polygon's olor is determined entirely by the texture, suppressing any olormappedolor.-B(lend)Probably not very useful.texturevar �eldIf polygon-drawing and texturing are turned on, use the given �eld (datavar name or number) in eahpartile to selet whih texture (if any) to draw on its polygon.oord name ... 16 world-to-oord tfm �oats (GL order)dataset indexno datasetnameGive names to multiple datasets in IEEEIO �les (read with ieee ommand). indexno is an integer, 0being the �rst dataset.



4. Commands 27datavar indexno name [minval maxval℄Name the variable in data �eld indexno. The �rst data �eld has indexno 0. If provided, minval maxvalsupply the nominal range of that data variable; some ontrol ommands (lum, olor) need to knowthe range of data values, and will use this instead of measuring the atual range.datatime timeLabel subsequent data with this time (a non-negative integer).warpWhen 'warp' has been de�ned for a group, all its partiles get their positions (re)omputed aordingto (a) the warp data-ommand's parameters, (b) the urrent time, () the partile's initial position,and (d) maybe some attributes of eah partile.There are several (mutually exlusive) kinds of warping available:
• for doing a sort of di�erential rotation for disk-like galaxies;
• for doing N-D to 3-D projetion, where partile positions are replaed with (time-independent)linear ombinations of attribute values;
• linear or polynomial extrapolation of the partile position with time, with oe�ients spei�ed astriples of attributesOptions to warp data ommand:-p period0[f|s℄"Rotation period". Sets timesale of motion, in frames (f) or seonds (s).-extrap oef0[,degree℄℄Extrapolate position with time. Veloity is given by attribute oef0 and the two at-tributes following it (oef0 .. oef0+2), in the sense p = p_0 + [oef0 .. oef0+2℄ *(time/period0). If degree given (default 1), uses 3*degree attributes as polynomial oe�ients, asp=p0+(t/period0)*�eld[oef0..oef0+2℄+(t/period0)�2*[oef0+3..oef0+5℄+...-sheet ampl,xlength,zlengthFor disk galaxy style: Applies exponential sheet warp for disk lying in the X-Z plane. Sale setby xlength and zlength, Y-displaement set by ampl.-f �n,foutFor disk-galaxy style: gives time range over whih warp applies.-z zerotimeFor disk galaxy style: sets time at whih partiles are in their original positions.-R rot[,drot℄Disk galaxy style: Add onstant to rotation angle.-T o2dProvide objet-to-disk oordinate transform (in "disk" oordinates, the disk lies in X-Z plane). 9or 16 numbers.-F d2oProvide disk-to-objet transform. 9 or 16 numbers.



4. Commands 28-r rore[,transition℄[w℄Disk galaxy style: set radius of rigidly-rotating inner region, and transition to onstant-veloityregion-�x x,y,z[w℄|radius[w℄Disk galaxy style: Keep the given 3-D point, or a point at the given disk radius, �xed. E.g. trakthe sun.-galaxy gorboef0Speial disk galaxy style. Eah star is on its own disk-galaxy-like orbit, with 8 orbital parametersgiven by 8 onseutive attributes starting with gorboef0. See galaxyorbit.h (read the soure).-ride speknoRide along with spekno'th partile in �rst loaded group (displae partiles by the di�erenebetween their omputed orbit position and the ridden-on partile).Xpos Ypos Zpos Var0 ....These lines, with XYZ positions in the �rst 3 olumns, will make up the bulk of a typial dataset.The 4th and subsequent olumns ontain the values of the datavariables as named with the datavarommands. Note that data variable (�eld) numbers are 0-based.4.9 Kira/StarlabTo read Kira output, in human-readable or binary tdyn form, use the �kira kira�lename� data-ommand.4.9.1 Kira partile attributesThe partiles read in have the following attributes:id positive integer worldline index for single stars (mathing the id in the kira stream). For non-leaf(enter-of-mass) tree nodes, id is a negative integer.massMass, in solar mass units (see �kira msale� ontrol ommand).nlumpNumber of stars in this partile's subtree. 1 for isolated stars, 2 for binaries, et.Tlogbase-10 log of temperature (K)LumLuminosity in solar-mass units. (Note this is linear, not log luminosity.)stypeStellar type ode (small integer). The [braketed℄ message reported when piking (button-2 or p key)on a star gives the orresponding human-readable stellar type too.



4. Commands 29ismemberIs this star still a member of (bound to) the luster?rootidid of root of subtree. For single stars, rootid = id.treeaddrbit-enoded loation of star in subtree.ringsize0 for stars. For nonleaf nodes, this is the semimajor axis or instantaneous separation (aording to�kira sep�). This �eld isn't multiplied by the sale fator given in kira sep; it gives the atualdistane in kira units.sqrtmassSquare root of mass/Msun. Might be useful for luminosity saling.mu Mass ratio for enter-of-mass nodes. Zero for stars.4.9.2 Hertzsprung-Russell diagramThe H-R diagram an be invoked via the More... menu (upper left) or by the kira hrdiag on ontrolommand. Axes for this plot are log temperature (initial range from 5 to 3) and log luminosity (initial range-4 to 6). Ranges may be hanged with the kira hrdiag range ommand or with keystrokes.Keystroke ommands in the H-R window:b/BAdjust the (b)rightness (dot size) of the dots plotted for eah star. Small b brightens (enlarges); apitalB shrinks.a/AAdjust (a)lpha (opaity) of dots plotted for eah star. If many stars oinide in H-R, their brightnessesadd. Thus reduing opaity may help larify the relative L-T spae densities, if there are many stars.v/VZoom out (v) or in (V) by 33%. The point under the ursor beomes the enter of the view.4.9.3 kira ontrol ommandsViewing ontrol options for kira/Starlab formatted data that have been read in with the kira Data Com-mand. All ontrol ommands begin with kira too.kira node {on|o�|root}Show or hide enter-of-mass nodes for multiple stars. With on, show CM nodes for eah level in abinary tree. With root, show only the top-level CM node for eah multiple.



4. Commands 30kira ring {on|o�|root}Show irles around multiple stars; on and root as above.kira tree {on|o�|ross|tik} [tiksale℄Show lines onneting pairs of stars at eah binary-tree level in a multiple group. With ross, also showa perpendiular line � a tik mark � whih rosses at the CM point, and whose length is tiksale(default 0.5) times the true separation of the pair. With tik, just show the tik-mark with noonneting line.kira size [sep|semi℄ [ringsalefator ℄Determines 3-D size of irles when kira ring on. With kira size sep, ring diameter is salefator* instanteous separation. With kira size semi, ring radius is salefator * a (the semimajor axisof the two-body system, or |a| for hyperboli orbits). Using semi gives typially more stable-lookingrings, though they will pop if they beome marginally (un-)bound. Default: kira size semi 1.5.kira sale ringsalefatorSynonym for kira size above.kira span minpix maxpixSets sreen-spae (pixel) size limits on rings. They'll never get smaller than radius minpix nor largerthan maxpix , regardless of true 3-D size. Thus even vanishingly tight binaries an always be visiblymarked. Default: kira span 2 50.kira trak id |on|o�As partile id moves through time, move the viewpoint in the same way, so that (if you don't move theview by navigation) the partile remains �xed in apparent position. kira trak off disables traking,and kira trak on re-enables it. Use the p key or mouse button 2 to pik a partile (or CM node ifkira node on) to see its numeri id . Transient enter-of-mass nodes (shown if kira node on) an betraked while they exist.kira msale masssalefator [!℄Set/hek the mass sale fator. Starlab dynamial mass values are multiplied by this fator forreporting to the user. Normally masssalefator should equal the initial luster mass in solar-massunits. For some input �les, starlab an determine what was spei�ed in the original kira run. If so,�kira msale number � will be ignored unless number ends with an exlamation point (!). So with no !,the user (or .f sript) provides a default value; use ! to override the original mass sale.kira int seldest [= selsr℄Trak interations between partiles. As the luster evolves, whenever any star mathing seletion-expression selsr enounters (is a member of the same kira tree as) another partile, then the otherpartile is added to the seldest set. If seldest and selsr are the same (or if �= selsr� is omitted), thenkira int omputes the transitive losure of the interation set. Otherwise, only stars that enountermembers of the initial selsr set beome members of the seldest set. Example:lik on some starThe liked-on star(s) beome members of the pik set.sel x = pikSave a opy in the new set named x.



4. Commands 31kira int xAumulate enounters in the set x.emph xInrease brightness of members of x.kira trail xExtend trails from these set members.kira trail selexpression |o�Leave trails behind partiles seleted by selexpression (see the sel ommand). As (dynamial) timepasses, for eah display update, one sample point is added to the trail for eah seleted partile. (Ifyou reverse the diretion of time, the trails will fold bak on themselves.) Some examples:kira trail allMakes trails grow behind all partiles (inluding CM nodes, if they're displayed)kira trail pikCliking on a star will make a trail grow behind it. If several stars are within piking range (underthe ursor), trails will grow behind eah of them.thresh -s big mass > 1.5threshold when masses are larger than 1.5kira trail bigThese two ommands (a) selet all stars exeeding 1.5 solar masses and (b) extend trails behindthem.kira trail learErase urrent trails, but let them ontinue to aumulate as time passes.kira maxtrail nsamplesSet how many time-points are kept for eah partile's trail, initially 50.kira hrdiag on|o�toggle to turn HD Diagram on or o�. Initially o�.kira hrdiag range logTleft logTright logLbottom logLtopset limits on the HD Diagram axes.4.10 TexturesTo make polygons be textured:
• Use a series of texture data-ommands to provide a table of textures, eah named by a small integertexture-index ;
• Create a data �eld in eah partile whose value is the texture-index for that partile's polygon
• Use data-ommand texturevar �eldno to speify whih data �eld that is.



5. Viewing Window Keyboard Shortuts 32
• Use ontrol ommands (poly, polylumvar, polysize) to enable drawing polygons and textures, andto give the polygons nonzero size.
• Possibly use ontrol ommand polysides to speify 4-sided polygons � a bit faster to draw than default11-gons.It doesn't matter whether the texture-index data �eld is given a datavar name.For eah partile, if the value of its texturevar 'th �eld either (a) doesn't math the value in some textureommand or (b) the �le named in that texture ommand ouldn't be read, then its polygon is drawn as iftexturing were disabled.4.11 Coordinates and Coordinate TransformationsMatries as for the tfm ommand are intended to be multiplied by an objet-oordinate row vetor on theleft, so that 4x4 matries speify a translation in their 13th through 15th entries. Generally they're in thesense of an objet-or-amera-to-world transform.The six- or seven-number transforms (tx ty tz rx ry rz [it/salefator/℄, as aepted by the tfm and jumpommands) are interpreted asPworld = Pobjet * salefator * rotY(ry) * rotX(rx ) * rotZ(rz ) * translate(tx,ty,tz )4.12 Colormap FilesColormap �les, as read by the map and vmap ommands, are line-oriented text �les. Blank lines are ignored,as are # omments. The �rst nonblank, non-omment line gives the olormap size (number of entries). Laterlines may have the form<it/R G B/giving red, green, and blue, eah in the range 0 .. 1. Typially there will be size of these lines. However theolormap need not be written sequentially; a line like<it/olorindex/: <it/R G B/plaes that RGB value at that olorindex , in the range 0 .. size-1. Later R G B lines are assigned toolorindex+1 , olorindex+2 and so on. Also,<it/olorindex/ := <it/oldolorindex/opies the (previously-assigned) RGB value from oldolorindex and assigns it to olorindex .5 Viewing Window Keyboard ShortutsCommands that you an give from within the viewing window are all single keystroke ommands, oftenombined with moving the mouse.



5. Viewing Window Keyboard Shortuts 33TAB hange fous to ommand window for Control CommandsS/s toggle STEREO mode (need blue/red glasses :-)modes: mono redyan rosseyed glassesSee also the 'stereo' View Command> single frame forward stepping, in time animation mode< single frame bakward stepping, in time animation modeButton-N various translation/rotation/zoom, depending on mode (fly/orbit/rot/tran)SHIFT + Button-N modifier to the usual Button-N ation, to have more fine ontrolCTRL + Button-N modifier to orbit-mode, e.g. to do translations instead of rotationsplaymodes:s playnowl loop (rok)f,e playevery=1r,t playevery=0Gview.pp : Fl_Gview::handle()w reset amera positionp identify nearest objet under mouse ursorP pik that objet as the new origino ORBIT modef FLY moder ROTATE modet TRANSLATE modeO toggle perspetive modev make field of view largerV make field of view smaller^v toggle debug output� report viewpoint position= show objet-to-world, world-to-objet 4x4 matries(preede by objet name, e.g. "=", "g3=")ESC exitPrintSreen Take image snapshot of urrent view< > Step bakwards/forwards in dynamial time(numeri prefix sets time step){ } Animate bakwards/forwards in dynamial time~ Fermioni dynamial-time animation toggle:yle between stop/forward/stop/bakward/...z Z Halve/double animation speed (dyn units/se)(numeri prefix sets animation speed)



6. Partiview and NEMO 346 Partiview and NEMOThe program snapspeks onverts a NEMO snapshot to speks format that an be read in diretly bypartiview. The default viewing variables are x,y,z,m, but you an add and hanged them by using theoptions= keyword. In fat, arbitrary bodytrans expressions an be used for output. In the followingexample a 32-body Plummer sphere is reated, whih is then given a power-law mass spetrum (with slope-2) between 0.5 and 10 mass units, and animated:% mkplummer - 32 |\snapmass - - massname='n(m)' masspars=p,-2 massrange=0.5,10 |\hakode1 - run1.dat% snapspeks run1.dat > run1.tab% partiview run1.f% at run1.fread run1.tabeval labels offeval lum lum 0 1eval polylumvar point-size .1 areatexturevar 4eval psize 5000eval slum 5eval every 17 TipsDuring animation the trip/bak buttons an e�etively be used to return to a point in time where you wantto return bak to if you wanted to browse around some spei� point in time.You an spend most of the time moving in [o℄rbit mode. Left-button moves around hosen enter; ontrol-left pans around the sky. As opposed to swithing to 't' mode to zoom and translate, you an also useSHIFT-Mouse-1 and SHIFT-Mouse-3 to ahieve the same from the other ('o', 'f') modes.To make an animation, reate an exeutable shell sript movie1 with for example the following ommands:#! /bin/sh -f#eho step 0eho updateeho snapshoteho step 0.01eho updateeho snapshoteho step 0.02eho updateeho snapshoteho step 0.03eho updateeho snapshot...



8. Bugs, Features and Limitations 35the Control Command asyn movie1, and it will reate �les snap.000.sgi, snap.001.sgi, .... andalready with xv a movie an be shown:xv -wait 0 snap.???.sgiTo make animated GIFs, here are some examples with ommon software, all with a default 0.1 se delaybetween frames. Some animation software (e.g. xanim) an hange these:onvert -delay 10 -loop 0 snap.???.sgi try1.gifgifsile -d 10 snap.???.gif > try2.gifThe sript will run asynhronously within partiview, so if you then use the mouse to hange orientation orzoom, these ations (minus the loation of the mouse of ourse) will be niely reorded in the snapshots.8 Bugs, Features and LimitationsHere is a list of known peuliarities, some of them bugs, others just features and others limitations, andthere is always that lass of things I simply have not understood how it works.8.1 Limitations w.r.t. VirDir:1. annot set an auto-motion, as we an in the dome, although one ould of ourse load a path and movethrough the dataset :-) I was able to make a path (*.wf) �le and load that though. Now mostly solvedvia the Inertia toggle under the More button from the Top Row Window.8.2 Some notes for newomers to VirDirAlthough starting virdir is very similar to partiview,% parti gal2.for,% virir gal2.fthe seasoned partiview user will need to relearn a few modes to get used to virdir. In partiular, atAMNH starting virdir will probably ause your onsole sreen (whih is normally panel#1 on the dome) togo dark with no visible ommand prompt. To regain ontrol, type the ommands (blindly)raiseflyidlewhih will put virdir in �y and animation mode.Here are some important modes, make sure you keep the mouse in the onsole window. It is easy to get itlost in any of the other 6 displays whih are only visible on the dome.1. Pushing the Left and Right mouse buttons simultaneously will send the display to the HOME position.2. Left mouse button will toggle the Pause mode in animate/�y mode.



9. Glossary 363. Holding the Ctrl-button down while moving the mouse will bring your point of interest into view4. Holding the Alt-button down while moving the mouse will rotate around your point of interest.5. The 'p' key6. The middle mouse button toggles Head display vs. Center display.7. Holding the Shift-button down while moving the mouse will hange the available sreen-spae (workslike a zoom).9 Glossary1. group: partiles an be grouped with the objet ommand. If multiple groups exist, a separate Grouprow will be ativated automatially.2. data ommand, not to be onfused with ontrol ommand3. ontrol ommand, not to be onfused with data ommand4.


